UTSA Amnis User Group Meeting Announcement

Date: Thursday, October 15th 2015

Agenda:

10:00-11:00AM: Seminar Title: Applications with Amnis Imaging Cytometry  
Basic Science and Engineering, RM. BSE3.106

Speaker/Training: Dr. Amal a El-Mabhouh

11:15-1200: Introductory of IDEAS program (BSE3.106)

13:15-16:00: IDEAS software training and questions (BSE3.114)

Meeting Topics

Amnis® Flow Cytometry with Vision

- Obtain an image for every cell
- 12 Standard Detection Channels
- Gate on both, Intensity and cell morphology

Research Applications

- Apoptosis
- Nuclear Translocation
- Internalization
- Autophagy
- Co-Localization
- Cell-Cell Interaction
- IDEAS Analysis Software

Please send RSVP to

Chiung-Yu Hung, Ph.D.
Idc.flow@utsa.edu or Chiungyu.Hung@utsa.edu
Or
Rob Dell’Orco
Amnis Imaging Specialist Southern Region
Email: robert.dellorco@emdmillipore.com
Ph: (281)-224-5637

*Lunch will be provided*